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Are you without direction today? Do you lack spiritual maturity? Do you have a desire to
become effective witnesses for Christ, so that you can represent His Kingdom well? In this God
inspiring book, Apostle Kendal Johnson shows you how Christ's Kingdom renewing principles
can cause you to be transformed into effective Kingdom witnesses. Christ's Kingdom principles
are available now for you to apply. Discover within these pages Christ's powerful truths that will
help you to become a very powerful Christian on earth. Walk in these principles today, and live
the Christ life; for in living the Christ life, you will live effectively.Kingdom Nuggets for your
Kingdom LifeA. What good is it to have Kingdom principles in your possession if you do not
apply them? Start applying them to your life today and watch your life become a beacon of light
to many. B. When God wanted to keep people in line with His will, He always spoke in rules
and principles, Exodus 20:1-7. C. When you walk in Kingdom principles, you will be walking in
truth.D. Kingdom principles are for growth only; not deterioration. E. To become mature
Christians, you will need Christ's principles.F. The one who is governed by Kingdom principles
will live the best life on earth.
What is true faith? In The Power of Kingdom Faith, Dr. Myles Munroe strips away the common
errors and misconceptions surrounding faith to reveal the nature, character, and power of true
faith, or, Kingdom faith. Kingdom faith trusts not in the promises of God but in the God who
promises; seeks not the blessings of God, but the God who blesses. Kingdom faith will always
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be tested, but because it places its trust in the King of the universe, will always prevail under
testing. Kingdom faith, therefore is a triumphant faith that will overcome the world.
Do you want to live the victorious life the bible says you can One thing we are promised in this
life as new testament Christians is plenty of trial and tribulations. No matter how hard we wish
we can not escape from the trial and tribulations we will often face in this world. The problem is
many of us are living a life of discouragement in the face of these challenges and have lost our
sense of joy and victory. We search the scriptures looking for answers to our problems, we
look for tools to unlock the success code. This book will delve into the word of God and talk
about success from the biblical perspective. How this book will benefit you You will learn the
truth about success You will learn principles that work for anyone (christian or not) You will
learn the most powerful biblical truths that will propel anyone to success in any field You will
learn the powerful key that you must have to succeed You wil learn what true success and
wealth as the bible states trully is If you would like to learn these principles please buy today or
download with kindle unlimited
The world is broken-- more so than we know. But for those who know that Christ is coming to
establish a new and perfect order, ours is not just a world to endure but a world to invade.
Believers have not been stationed here on earth merely to subsist but to actively subvert the
enemy's attempts at blinding people in unbelief and burying them under heartbreaking loads of
human need. The kingdom of God changes all that.
Adherents of every other religion must “work” to reach up to their god. The God of Christianity
reaches out to His human creation and takes the initiative to form a personal relationship with
each one. J.D. Fleck paints a beautiful portrait of this extraordinary interaction between God
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and mankind in “God knows my name” and the nine other essays that constitute the book, In
Pursuit of God.He calls this effort a “pursuit”, with a goal of helping each follower of Christ
form a closer relationship with their Creator, Savior and Lord. Each essay is a treasure trove of
truth that you can easily be completed in thirty minutes or less, but which you'll want to read
and re-read again for the importance of the gems contained therein. The knowledge garnered
does not have to be strained for; for it's God's good pleasure to reveal the mysteries and
principles of His kingdom to His kids.With the same clarity that Soaring above the Storm took
us onto the spiritual battlefield of the mind and revealed both the enemy's strategies and God's
overwhelming plan for victory, J. D. Fleck's most current work, In Pursuit of God takes the
follower of Christ through the gates of the Kingdom to produce a vibrant picture of what it
means to please God and to enter “the secret place of the Most High.” In Pursuit of God might
well be considered a prequel to Soaring, for it reflects the author's more than three decades of
service to the Lord, and his insight into Kingdom principles. J. D. Fleck previously shared his
knowledge of the supernatural realm and spiritual warfare; now his focus is on the
unconditional love and amazing grace which God has bestowed upon His faithful.
The "Gospel of the Kingdom" shall be preached in all the world before the return of the Lord
Jesus Christ (Matthew 24:14). Understanding of Kingdom principles is necessary if one is to
spread the Gospel of the Kingdom. This book focuses on patterns and principles of Kingdom
living applicable to Christian life and ministry.
...tell them the Kingdom of Heaven is at Hand. In the beginning God created... Before the
foundation of time God created and put into motion all the natural and spiritual laws that govern
everything on earth and in the universe. Knowing, understanding and walking in these laws will
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always position you to continually experience His best in your life, thus entering into His rest.
"Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest." Matthew 11:28
In the world there are certain laws and principles that govern economics, such as the law of
supply and demand. In the Kingdom of God there are also certain laws and principles
governing economics. Some are parallel to the world's laws and some are opposing. Jesus
devoted a significant part of His ministry to teaching about money matters and economic
principles. In this book Dr. LaHay discusses Kingdom Principles for Living and the impact
they've had in the Kingdom and in his life. "The final will and testament signed with the blood of
the Lamb has been executed. Through His Word, who is Jesus (John 1:14), and through His
divine power all of our needs have already been met. Jesus declared "It is finished," so come
on in -the water is fine! Kingdom Economics: God's Way of Doing Things will take you on a
journey through Kingdom economic principles found throughout God's word and how they
apply to everyday life. This book examines God's Way of Doing Things including: Renewing
Your Thinking - The Key to Kingdom Living Kingdom Laws That Govern Sowing and Reaping
Becoming a "Practitioner" of the Word Pursue God, Not Things, and Things Will Pursue You
Demand and Supply in the Kingdom LINE UP YOUR LIFE WITH THE WORD OF GOD AND
THE WORD OF GOD WILL LINE UP WITH YOUR LIFE. "We all have a choice as to how we
will see this world, through our eyes or through God's. In recounting his experiences, the
author demonstrates why God's view is the best choice. With an honest tone and a humble
manner the author blesses his readers in allowing them to learn from his mistakes. God is
glorified; readers edified." - Xulon Press
"The Kingdom of God has almost nothing to do with religion. Instead, it has everything to do
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with the King Himself--with replicating His character and reproducing His will on Earth.
Maturing in their citizenship, Kingdom citizens grow to reflect their King's culture, values,
morals, nature, and lifestyle."

My purpose for writing this book is to share Biblical insights that correspond with
Stewardship. I believe our people in the pews want to learn what God says about
giving. Hopefully, this study will reach believers who need instruction on this
topic. Scripture has much to say about money and material possessions. Sixteen
of the thirty-eight parables of Jesus deal with money. One out of every ten verses
in the New Testament deal with this subject. Scripture has 500 verses on prayer,
less than 500 verses on faith, but over 2,000 verses on the subject of money.
Money is an extremely important issue because a person's attitude towards it
determines his relationship with God, his purpose in this life, and his character. I
encourage you to read this book to see how God has put together a wonderful
way for Christians to act as a conduit of His material and spiritual blessings.
God's plan for Biblical Stewardship allows believers to faithfully share what the
Lord places in their trust. About the Author: Dr. Donald Gamble is a graduate of
Luther Rice Seminary. He has served churches in the two Carolinas and Florida.
It is this writer's belief that when God's people are taught the principles of
stewardship, they will be obedient in giving. Dr. Gamble resides in Waxhaw,
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North Carolina with his wife, Judy. They have three grown children and six
beautiful grandchildren.
Believing that the Christian faith has reached a crossroads in the postmodern
culture, Dr. M. Keith McDaniel seeks, in this landmark theological work, to steer
the discipline of the Christian lifestyle toward the Kingdom principles of scripture.
This written work does a great service to the body of Christ. Every Child of God
needs a copy! As Dr. McDaniel unveils the reality of the Kingdom life you will be
challenged to live at a greater level for the cause of Christ. You will discover that
God's gift of salvation was given to the believer has a tool of empowerment to
cause change that will glorify God on Earth. Dr. McDaniel's theological
sophistication promises to expose you to new spiritual realities. Let Dr. M. Keith
McDaniel help you unlock your Kingdom potential. You already have a power
within you, God's gift of salvation, use it to change the world. "Dr. M. Keith
McDaniel outlines the foundation to living your best Kingdom life now. He shares
insights on how to accomplish and fulfill our divine purpose on this earth." Dr.
Carroll A. Baltimore, Sr. President, Progressive National Baptist Convention,
Incorporated "I believe that this book gives America an awakening that jolts her at
her core. Dr. McDaniel has spawned a reckoning in the mindset of all in a way
that will substantiate lives tremendously." Dr. G.V. Baker Beaver Ruin Baptist
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Church, Norcross GA A passionate preacher and teacher of the gospel, he
currently serves as pastor of the 1,000-member Macedonia Missionary Baptist
Church in Spartanburg SC. He is an honors graduate of Shaw University. After
completing his undergraduate studies, he received his Master of Divinity degree
from Duke Divinity School and his Doctor of Ministry degree at United
Theological Seminary in Dayton Ohio.
Continue your personal journey in Judaic Christian Studies as The King Yeshua
positions you as an Ambassador of the Kingdom of God to expand His territory
on earth! The pathway to your future unfolds before you as you continue to
discover the Hebrew Roots of your Christian Faith! As you embark on this
journey God faithfully writes His Torah on your mind and your heart, creating in
you--a Hebrew mind and heart!
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a
personal study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the
Spirit of the Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of God the
Father, Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the Restoration of the gospel. You
can find answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and selfworth, and face personal and family challenges with faith.
The "Gospel of the Kingdom" shall be preached in all the world before the return
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of the Lord Jesus Christ (Matthew 24:14). Understanding of Kingdom principles is
necessary if one is to spread the Gospel of the Kingdom. This course focuses on
patterns and principles of Kingdom living applicable to life and ministry.
Keys of the Kingdom 52 Week Devotional for Kingdom Living through Kingdom
Giving. Jesus declared in Mark 10:30 that abundant life is available to you RIGHT
NOW! That means that you do not have to wait to go to heaven to experience
Kingdom living. However, you cannot gain access to the abundant life without the
Keys of the Kingdom - the Word of God. Power and unlimited resources are
waiting to explode in your life RIGHT NOW! By meditating on one Kingdom Key
each week, you will be able to apply the biblical principles of giving to your daily
living. Tap into the power and authority of the Word. Stop living beneath your
privilege! Start Kingdom Living through Kingdom Giving today and begin to
experience abundance and freedom in every area of your life. “And I will give
unto thee the keys of the kingdom...” (Matthew 16:19)
This book is a manifesto for church life and Christian living. It is a book that will
challenge what we believe and how we live. The book wrestles with key
passages in the Bible and offers principles for a just spirituality. The book comes
out of practice and reflection. Arno has been training leaders, pastors and
missionaries for many years combined with his experience as a church leader, a
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local pastor and being the overseer of an international network of churches. The
book offers an alternative to a superficial faith that leads to bog standard
answers. Instead, Arno encourages us all to have a good look at the context of
each passage and to evaluate it in the light of the life and ministry of Jesus.
Church life as well as Christian living becomes life transforming when what we
believe and what we do look and sound like Jesus.
This work is an invitation and guide for young people to bring the realm of
Heaven to earth. As children discover their identity through the revelation of the
Father's love, they are released to fulfill their Royal Mission: to demonstrate the
Kingdom of God by living a life of miracles. Each chapter explains and identifies
the inheritance that God's sons and daughters possess, such as the Father's
love, the anointing and indwelling of the Holy Spirit, faith, prayer, and the keys of
power and authority. This book is not only a companion for the "journey", but also
provides a meeting place for children to encounter God's presence that will
transform their hearts and lives.
The normal Christian life should be anything but “normal”—it should be supernatural, one in
which the living God expresses His very life in us and through us. With So Much More! Pastor
Todd Hudson challenges all believers to embrace the supernatural power of God as a lifestyle.
Todd is no stranger to his message. His own life has been supernaturally “wrecked,” he says,
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by the Holy Spirit. When God called him to resign from the 4,000-member evangelical
megachurch he led for nine years and plant a Spirit-filled church, he began a new ministry of
calling believers to live in resurrection power today, not someday in the future. If you know
deep inside that there must be so much more to the Christian life, then Todd will help you
discover how to experience and release the kingdom in your life today—and tomorrow!
Two thousand years ago the Lord Jesus Christ sat down on a hillside in Galilee, and set forth
fundamental principles by which individuals could be happy. If those fundamental principles are
followed, Christian individuals will be salt and light to society. In this easy-to-read book on
Jesus' most famous sermon-"The Sermon on the Mount"-Dr. Murrell explains what it means to
be "salt and light," the simplicity and clarity of the gospel, what role love plays in the Christian
life, the importance of living ethically, and so much more. If you desire to grow in grace and
truth, if you want to know how to live as a member of the kingdom, this is a must-read!
The church in the West is rediscovering the fact that God cares deeply for the poor. More and
more, churches and individual Christians are looking for ways to practice economic
discipleship, but it's hard to make progress when we are blind to our own entanglement in our
culture's idolatrous economic beliefs and practices. Practicing the King's Economy cuts
through much confusion and invites Christians to take their place within the biblical story of the
"King Jesus Economy." Through eye-opening true stories of economic discipleship in action,
and with a solid exploration of six key biblical themes, the authors offer practical ways for
God's people to earn, invest, spend, compensate, save, share, and give in ways that embody
God's love and provision for the world. Foreword by Christopher J. H. Wright.
In Applying the Kingdom, the third book in his Kingdom series, Dr. Myles Munroe makes the
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case that the key to abundant living is found in establishing priorities in one s life and living by
them. Topping his list is the priority, Kingdom First!
“A kingdom man is the kind of man that when his feet hit the floor each morning the devil says,
‘Oh crap, he’s up!’” So begins this powerful volume from Dr. Tony Evans, now in softcover.
Tony believes that God wants every man to be a world-changer. He skillfully takes readers
along a journey through the principles of biblical manhood, exploring how those who live, work,
and minister around a kingdom man benefit from his leadership and care. Men will be
challenged to fully understand their position under God as well as their position over what God
has given them. Equipped with these concepts, they can actively pursue ways to maximize and
develop the character qualities of biblical manhood in their lives. As Tony contends, the enemy
doesn’t want you to know it, but you’re not the man you think you are. You’re a whole lot
more. Starting now, you can be a kingdom man.
Provides a detailed examination of the principles, concepts and charectaristics of the Kingdom
of God, incliding Kings and Lords, Territory and Law, Citizens and Royal privillege, Culture and
Economy as well as Destiny.
The Principles of Kingdom Living examines the scriptures to strengthen relationship with God.
The book includes scriptures, affirmations, and prayers that encourage every believer to seek
the Kingdom of God.
We do not have to travel to some foreign country to locate the mission field. Right here, literally
in our backyards, the world has come to us. The church's basic mission is to preach the gospel
of the kingdom of God; this message has social and political aspects to its application. This is
the fundamental responsibility of the church. This message is holistic and affects the total
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person. As the church develops a comprehensive and practical understanding of missions, this
will propel Christians to act out their missional call. The challenge as to how to be truly
missional requires those people considered to be disciples to engage their communities in their
everyday lives. To capture the full essence of missions, this book introduces a process called
strategic evangelism. This process serves to raise awareness by helping to clarify the nature of
the structures and practices of the church relating to its missional focus, to develop a better
awareness of local missions, and to introduce a process that will assist people to live out the
mission by engaging their communities.

Have a life of financial victory. “Stewardship? What’s that got to do with me?”
you might ask. Tony Evans explains that all we think we own really belongs to
God. And when we think of “our” money that way, we can learn to be good
stewards, or managers, of what has been entrusted to us. Living in Financial
Victory carefully lays out how we should approach the vital topic of money in the
areas of: Stewardship — Using what we have to further God’s kingdom agenda
Rewards — The blessings and benefits of doing it God’s way Victory —
Overcoming debt and financial bondage Tony Evans will help you discover the
answers to everyday financial issues by showing you that God has a purpose for
your money. Take the journey through this concise and practical book.
God has a specific plan for your family, one that includes the peace, joy and
righteousness of the Kingdom of God. However, too many families have settled
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for much less than what God has provided. Families today are hurting and
broken as never before. Many are frustrated by the cycle of strife and discord
between husbands and wives, and between parents and children. In this book,
Frank and Ida Mae Hammond reveal God's strong desire to heal and deliver the
family, and they present a realistic plan to bring its members into a place of
security within God's will. You will gain insights into: The root causes of common
problems in marriage Spiritual warfare in the family Scriptural guidance on the
roles of husbands and wives Bringing up children in the Lord, and more! The
truths contained in this book will enable you and those you care about to enjoy
Kingdom Living for the Family!"
Manifesto: "a written statement declaring publicly the intentions, motives, or
views of its issuer." The Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7) is Jesus' most
definitive statement of the principles of Kingdom living. In this study we'll seek to
understand Jesus' radical teaching within its context of first century Judaism then translate the principles into our own lives today. If we can understand what
Jesus meant and absorb that into our spirit, we can grow to become the kind of
disciples that make Him proud. The Sermon on the Mount provides an ethical
and philosophical framework that can help us order our lives as Christ followers.
But organized religion has domesticated Jesus and watered down his message,
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providing a low-dose familiarity that can make us immune to Jesus' full-strength
teaching. Here we allow Jesus' uncompromising message to both shame us and
enflame us to become part of a Christ-committed counter-culture to challenge the
present world order. This examination of Jesus' manifesto in the Sermon on the
Mount, with its provocative discussion questions, provides an excellent 13-lesson
study for personal enrichment, for use by small groups and classes, and for
sermon preparation by teachers and preachers.
THE DISCIPLESHIP SERIES contains handpicked books written by John Polis
that are designed to help you grow in spiritual maturity as you follow Jesus Christ
and learn to apply the Word of God to your life. In this resource you will receive
revelation knowledge of key principles enabling you to survive and thrive during
the worst storms of life. This resource is great for personal devotion time and/or
small group studies.God says in Hebrews 12:25-29 that the Kingdom of God is
unshakeable and all that are walking in Kingdom principles will be unshakeable
as well. The kingdoms set up by man and devils will be brought into subjection to
the Kingdom of God. Everything that's not derived from or attached to the
kingdom of God will eventually perish, it will fall away, but the Bible says "we
have received a kingdom which cannot be shaken."Follow the Right PeopleFeed
Your FaithFind Your PurposeForsake SinFit Into The Body Of ChristFix Your
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Applying the Kingdom 40-Day Devotional Journal provides important context to
living an abundant life through absolute priority for the Kingdom of God. Pastor,
author, and teacher Dr. Myles Munroe shares secrets of success through
establishing Kingdom priorities for your life. Throughout this 40-Day Devotional
Journal, you are given the keys to living a fulfilled life. Based on biblical
principles, you will discover how the greatest; Tragedy in life is not death, but life
without purpose. Challenge in life is knowing what to do. Mistake in life is being
busy but not effective. Failure in life is being successful in the wrong assignment.
The principles from Applying the Kingdom will bring an exciting new sense of
belonging to your spiritual, emotional, and physical life.
Best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe takes you into the depths of praise and
worship as he reveals the purpose and power of God’s presence—the
established ideal atmosphere in which humankind was designed to function.
From more than 30 years of ministry, teaching, and study, Dr. Myles Munroe
presents rock solid, time-tested principles about the complex issues of praise and
worship. In this engaging and authoritative work you will learn: The key to
maximizing your potential on earth. Why God placed man in the Garden of Eden.
The purpose and priority of the presence of God. The seven dimensions of
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praise. The purpose and power of personal and corporate worship. How to
practice and protect the presence of God in your life. Much, much more! The
Purpose and Power of Praise & Worship Expanded edition includes a
comprehensive study guide with concrete, practical application for pressing in to
a new level of relationship with God. With study questions and assignments
designed for individual or group use, you will: Deepen your understanding of the
biblical foundations of praise and worship. Easily apply key principles to your life.
Want to practice praise and worship, both corporately and personally.
No description
Discover Secrets about the Kingdom of God Over twenty years ago, I asked the
Lord to show me the "big picture." I wanted to know what the kingdom of God
was really all about. The denomination that I was raised in told me that there was
nothing else to get once you were saved. But if there was more, I wanted to know
what it was. Could I access it? The Lord began to reveal to me the kingdom of
God and the principles that govern it. Over the years, little by little, He has led me
into the discovery of these principles. Much of what is in this book is certainly
taught in our churches today, but not nearly to the depth that the Lord opened to
me. God unfolded seven principles that govern the kingdom of God that every
born-again follower of Jesus Christ needs to understand. I studied and meditated
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on these principles until they became "Rhema" revelation to me, and I began to
walk in a higher discipline in the kingdom realm than ever before. Now my spirit is
more receptive to the things of the kingdom. I may not know everything about the
kingdom of God, but I believe that even those who have been in ministry for
many years will find revelation in this book that they didn't know before. Let's
journey together to the Realms beyond the Gate!
What are the true kingdom principles that Jesus Christ taught? Why are so many
churches failing our communities and the world? If you are searching for the
answer to these questions, this book has them. Many churches have abandoned
the true principles of the Kingdom. So many religious leaders today have become
lovers of money, the world and of themselves, rather than of the people that they
are supposed to be helping. Because of this, people have lost faith in the Church.
This book was written to address and to correct those issues. It teaches the true
principles of the Kingdom of God, while exposing the error, ignorance, and many
false teachings of the Church-particularly tithing. It reveals the truth about what
the Lord's will is concerning his true Church and your life. This book highlights
many issues that the Church has created by not teaching the truth to the people,
while giving you the keys to living a full and blessed life. God's Kingdom
Principles are what the world needs-not more scandals, not more church politics,
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not more organizations, and certainly not more traditions. God knows what he's
doing. So if you apply his principles to your life, they will work. And he will show
you exactly what Kingdom Living is all about. It doesn't matter if you worship God
in a building or in your home. What matters is what he sees when he looks into
your heart! And that is what this book is designed to do: change your heart! But it
will also change your life. For you shall know the truth and the truth will set you
free.
Large Print
In Rediscovering the Kingdom, Myles Munroe challenges all Christians to
examine their ideologies and concepts. This 40-day journal and study guide will
guide you through this book of wonderful self discovery and help you to put the
concepts you learn into practice. Discover a whole new world: Use the questions
to examine your current ideologies. Use the applications to retrain your daily
walk. Use the meditations to change your worldview. This journal is designed to
check both heart and mind as they bring Kingdom principles to bear in our daily
walk. The philosophy of the Kingdom is made possible through the exercises and
meditations, useful for self-study or in a group. Exposure to the ideologies is just
the beginning---watch out for a new world of reality ahead.
This book is about your original purpose for existence and the source of meaning
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behind your life. In these pages you will discover the Creator’s divine motivation,
design, and mandate for His creation and your role in that creation. After reading
this book, you will be equipped with the knowledge to answer some of the
questions addressing the heart cries of humanity in our search for a better world.
I am convinced also that you will come to believe, as I do, that there is hope for
mankind, but only as we reconnect to the source of creation and our Creator’s
original concepts for life on planet earth. It is this concern that this book will
attempt to address. The goal of this book is to reintroduce the concepts,
principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms as presented by the Creator
and show the superior and advantageous nature of kingdom as compared to any
religion, political ideology, government system, or social program. Join me as we
explore and understand the precepts and principles of “the Kingdom.”
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